
Scorekeeping Clinic Samples 
 
Fielder's Choice: The act of a fielder who handles a fair grounder and, instead of throwing to first base to 
put out the batter runner, throws to another base to put out a preceding runner 
 
"Out of Park" Home Run:  The ball travels all the way over the fence before it touches the ground 
 
           See Sample Below 
How do I? –          

1. Write an out                  5/2 
Player/Inning 

2. Change pitchers in the middle of an inning (red line goes 
under last completed batter) (Note jersey number change  
at top of and pitch count change at bottom of inning 2) 3/2 & 3/3  

3. Enter the 4th and subsequent pitcher’s info            Below Absent Player 
4. End an inning when the last batter does not complete  

at bat 5/2 & 6/2  
5. End an inning after 5 runs                    5/2 & 6/2 
6. Show a Bunt                                 2/2 
7. Show RBI – Reference the jersey number of the batter 

who hits the runner home              2/2 & 2/3 
8. Show Infield Fly Rule                2/6 
9. Show Batter Interference                3/6 
10. Show Runner Interference                4/6 
11. Show Fielder Interference          No notation needed, player is safe on base 
12. Show Called Strike Out       2/1, 4/1, & 8/2 
13. Show Swinging Strike Out                7/1 

 
Always enter - 

14. Visitor information on top of book           Locate circled 14 
15. Home information on bottom of book          Locate circled 15 
16. Pitcher Name and Jersey Number on top of opposing 

 team’s page              Locate circled 16 
17. Pitcher’s Jersey Number on top of each inning pitched 

 for opposing team             Locate circled 17 
18. LIST ALL PLAYERS ON TEAM (even if the player is 

 not playing current game)            Locate circled 18 
19. DATE, TIME, AND SCOREKEEPER’S NAME at top 

 of pages         Located circled 19’s 
20. Finish input for each inning (even last inning) and 

enter final score on top            Locate circled 20 
21. All positions for all players (mark a dash 

 “--“ for innings not on field)           Locate circled 21 
22. Outs in red – Make sure both the play and the out 

Number (1, 2, or 3 circled) are all in RED       2/1,4/1,7/1,8/2,9/2, & 5/2 
 
Never – 

23. Use CS (for Caught Stealing) as an out, write the players’ positions that made the out 
24. Use FC (for Fielder’s Choice) as an out, write the players’ positions that made the out 
25. Write in the summary columns on the pages (no managers’ signatures in this area) 
26. Mark HR unless it is out of park home run 



 


